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POU,uI'ION IN THE MEDI'IERRANEAN:
A REGIONAL RESPONSE
Pollution of the Mediterranean Sea has been an issue of
significant political, economic and environmental concern for rrore
than a decade. It has more recently become a regional issue with
politically diverse coastal states and a wide variety of inter-
national agencies irrplementing cooperative programs of scientific
research, education and training, planning, and treaty drafting.
Being a regional issue, the pollution problem has facilitated
discussions between nations on several levels and governments have
found it politically advantageous to use the issue for a variety of
pw:poses.
The Mediterranean is a semi-enclosed sea. It is, in fact,
the world's largest semi-enclosed sea. A semi-enclosed sea is "a
gulf, basin or sea surrounded by two or rrore States and connected
to another sea or the ocean by a narrew outlet or consisting en-
tirely or primarily of the territorial seas and exclusive econanic
1
zones of two or more coastal states." Ninety-nine percent of the
Mediterranean is surrounded by land. The largest opening to the sea
is the Straits of Gibraltar where the Mediterranean meets the
Atlantic Ocean. The other interchange of waters is through the
Turkish Straits with the Black Sea, though this is much more limited.
The turnover rate for the Mediterranean is very slew. Once sanething
enters the Sea, it takes an average time of eighty years to be
2
flushed out.
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Tne prevailing water currents are counterclockwise.
These currents carry pollutants around in an endless cycle. When a
nation dumps wastes in its own waters, the currents carry the wastes
away, which. is good from the provincial perspective of that one nation.
When all of the nations do the sarre thing, the cumulative result is a
pollution problem which, when coupled with the slow turnover rate of
the Mediterranean, becomes an environmental nightmare.
The coastal population of the M=diterranean is approxirPately
100 million. This area is one of the world I s rrost desirable recrea-
tional centers and the tourist industry is still grONing. Between
1960 and 1971, the nurrber of tourists visiting the Mediterranean Basin
annually jumped from 24 million to 65 million and it is nON estimated
4
that over 100 million tourists visit the area each year.
The Mediterranean coastal States also have a substantial
arrount of industrial and agricultural activities both in the developed
and developing nations. In addition to this, the Mediterranean serves
as a freavay for countless oil tankers, other merchant vessels,
military vessels, and other waterborne craft that contribute to the
pollution of the Sea.
Considering the large nurrbers of people together with the
enorrrous arrount; of activity in the Mediterranean, it is no small
wonder that a huge arrount; of pollutants are generated. Eventually,
the majority of these pollutants find their way into the Sea.
Concern about the condition of the Nediterranean has been
grONing constantly. There is fear that the fishing and tourist
industries could be in jeopardy because of pollution. Jacques
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Cousteau has recently been quoted as saying that he no longer swims
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in the Mediterranean because that body of water is so filthy.
The question then beccmes how to deal with this pollution.
This is not an easy question to answer because of the extrerre diver-
sity which exists arrong the coastal States. '!here are all kinds of
governrrental systems here--frorn western d.errocracies to rronarchies to
dictatorships. The cultural and religious beliefs are also incredibly
diverse. To complicate matters even rrore, there always seems to be
sane sort of military conflict happening here. The Mediterranean
is also a region where developed and developing nations rreet. In
general, the northern shores of the Sea are populated by developed
nations and the southern shores are populated by developing nations.
It would seem that if a regional plan to corrbat pollution could be
successfully accomplished here, that it could be made to work anywhere
in the world.
Many international agencies have played an irrlfortant role in
fostering discussions arrong the coastal Mediterranean States about the
pollution prcblem, particularly the United Nations Environrrental Pro-
gram (UNEP). A large portion of the successes to date in Medi ter-
ranean pollution control can be attributed to UNEP. UNEP took the
leading role in the Mecliterranean in 1974 and was the coordinating
agency for the first Barcelona Conference (January-February 1975)
which adopted the Mediterranean Action Plan. UNEP continued this
role the following year at the second Conference in Barcelona, which
produced the Barcelona Convention and two related Protocols. The
Convention and its two Protocols were not the absolute end all to
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Mediterranean pollution. It was merely a beginning. UNEP has con-
tinued its efforts to coordinate the drive against ~1editerranean
pollution by pressing for additional protocols, fostering dialogue
arrong coastal States, and encouraging a cooperaci,ve effort.
This paper will provide an overview of the Mediterranean
pollution problem, covering the nature of the problem, what has been
done to date and what remains to be accomplished. First covered will
be a brief assessment of the problem discussing the various tyPes of
pollutants and their sources. Next I will provide a history of the
involvernent of various international organizations prior to UNEP' s
taking charge in 1974. A good portion of the ground work for the
Barcelona Convention was laid by these organizations and their dis-
cussion will provide some insight as to why UNEP acted and still acts
today the way it does. I will then cover UNEP' s role in the Mediter-
ranean. The Mediterranean Action Plan, and, following it the Blue Plan
and Priorities Action Program will be discussed in detail. Fol.lrwi.nq
this, the Barcelona Convention and its two Protocols will be covered.
The financial support of the Action Plan will then be discussed and
follCMing this, the newest Protocol to the Barcelona Convention to
enter into force will be looked at in detail. Finally, I will high-
light the rrore recent developrrents in the Mediterranean and discuss
what remains to be done.
The Assessment of Mediterranean Pollution to Date
The definition of pollution used by the Barcelona Convention
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is "the introduction by man, directly or indirectly, of substances
or energy into the marine environment resulting in such deleterious
effects as to harm living resources, hazards to human health, hind-
rance to rnarine activities including fishing, impainrent of quality
6
for use of sea water and reduction of arrenities." It is generally
re<x:>gnized that pollution in the Mediterranean cones from three major
inputs which are: pollution from oil and other harmful substances,
vessel source pollution, and land-based pollution. The Mediterranean,
as stated earlier, is a semi-enclosed sea with very lirnited inter-
change of waters. Once pollutants from any of these sources enter
the Mediterranean Sea, they will take a long tirre to be flushed out of
the system.
Land-based pollution accounts for a large portion of the pollu-
tion of the Mediterranean. It is estimated that about 90 percent of
the sewage coming from the 120 cities and urban areas bordering the
Mediterranean enters the sea either untreated or not adequately
7
treated. Sewage, it must be noted, is not the sale land-based cause
of pollution in the Mediterranean. There are large quantities of
industrial wastes, agricultural runoffs of fertilizers and pesticides
and other pollutants. Many of these pollutants enter the region
through rivers which carry multitudes of pollutants fr011 additional
inland areas not bordering the Mediterranean. It has been estimated,
in fact, that three-quarters of all industrial waste entering the
8
Medi terranean cares from rivers.
The economics of coastal Mediterranean cities, tc:wns, and
villages depend heavily on the tourist industry. Sone of the rmre
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popular tourist related activities in the region are a variety of water
sports and dining. By polluting the waters of the Mediterranean, both
of these activities are affected. Two reports were recently published
by UNEP concerninq the hazards to human health of pollution in the
Mediterranean. These reports were published in close col.Laboratii.on
with the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations (FAO). The reports were based on
five years of research. As such 12,500 sarrples were taken at 700
stations, in the waters of fourteen different States. These reports
stated that bathing areas are still largely safe, with between 75 and
80 percent of the stations tested being in corrpliance with the criteria
9
for safe bathing as proposed by UNEP and WHO. 'Ihe report concerning
shellfishing was not nearly as favorable. 'Ihe sarrples of water and
shellfish taken revealed that only three to four percent of those
stations tested had shellfish that were suitable for direct human con-
10
sumpt.i.on, Mercury levels were also reported as a potential health
hazard. Sarrples were taken of over 2700 fish, 700 rrollusks, and 600
crustaceans. In each sarrple high levels were found. The levels
were not above the maxirm.nn al.Lcwed for human consurrption thus rrercury
1S not perceived as a present rasard , but a potential hazard. Mercury
is also a natural phenorrenon in the Mediterranean. It is found in
large quantities in the soils surrounding the sea and also is found
11
in substantial quantities in rainwater. 'Ihis makes source detenni-
nation and a total assessrrent of the rrercury problem difficult.
Although considerable research concerning pollution in the
Mediterranean has been accorrplished as noted above, the overall state
- 6 -
of Mediterranean pollution is still poorIy understood. Even though
the prevalence of p:>llution along the coasts of Spain, France, and
Italy is ackncwl.edqed , there is at best only a broad agreerrent on the
mai.n sources of this p:>llution and their distribution in coastal
waters. Because of this limited kncw.Iedqe of pollutant quantities
and of the behavior of these pollutants in the marine envi.ronrrent., we
can only guess about the seriousness of the prc:blem in te:rms of short
and long term environmental effects.
Historical Background
In the Mediterranean there has been long-standing scientific
interest in the pollution problem. In the 1950 IS, scientists were
studying p:>llution causes and the effects of pollutants on living
12
resources and on human populations. This interest continued through
the 1960 IS. It was not until the :1970 ' s, hovever , that the interest
in the Mediterranean rose to an international level. It was the
intensive industrialization of the coastal corrmunities in the European
Mediterranean during the 1950' s and 1960 I s coupled with the rapid
grONth of urban industrial nodes on the North African coast that led
to a nurrber of transboundary pollution disputes. The failure of
coastal states to adopt control and enforcerrent measures also contri-
buted to these disputes. One such dispute was the "red mud" affair
which involved Italy and France in early 1973. French authorities
had, since early 1971, complained about littered and fouled Riviera
beaches. 'They attributed the blame to Italy claiming negligence in
- 7 -
discharging untreated domestic and industrial wastes into the Ligurian
Sea. Corsican nationalists and Italian environmentalists protested
the dumping of sulfuric acid and ferrous sulfate wastes from the manu-
facture of titanium dioxide (a paint additive) in Scarlino, Italy.
The culmination of these protests was the borrbings of French and
Italian-cwned ferries connecting Corsica, the Ligurian Sea islands,
13
and the Italian mainland.
Another prc:blem which arose in the 1970 's was the fact that
local officials often had very little in comron with central govem-
ment officials. One incident illustrating this was the jailing of
the mayor of Civitavecchia, Italy. The mayor was jailed for failing
to prevent coastal pollutant discharge, though he had tried previously,
in vain, to clear a sewage treatment plant with regional authorities.
He was thus jailed because of bureaucratic inefficiency at higher
14
administrative levels.
As Mediterranean pollution prc::blems began to rrount in the
early seventies, a number of intemational organizations began taking
an interest. Several of the U.N. specialized agencies expressed a
general concem for the effects of pollution. HONever, there were
several prc::blems for these organizations. One was that they were so
specialized with specific responsibilities--Le. shipping, fisheries
and living resources, health, cultural heritage, education and
training, etc.--that their ability to deal with general environmental
questions was severely limited.
There were also policy differences within the organizations
therrselves over the division of their budgets between regional and
- 8 -
global activities and this made it difficult for the agencies to asso-
ciate themselves clearly with regional interests. From 1970 through
1974, hewever, these agencies attempted to make therrselves environ-
rrentally relevant while retaining their specialized identities.
In Decerrber 1969, the General Fisheries Council for the
IvIediterranean (GFCM), an FAD sponsored regional commis sion, voted to
support a study of the state of Mediterranean pollution as a basis
for further consideration of legal control measures , The study was
discussed in March 1972 at the 11th session of the GF01 and rrerrber
goverrurents requested that the FAD make further inquiries arrong
governrrents to see hew much interest there was in a follew-up consul-
15
tation to prepare a convention on Mediterranean marine pollution.
There were two additional FAO sponsored consultations which
took place in the winter and spring of 1974. After these consulta-
tions, it was decided that the FAD should press forward to gain support
for a broadly conceived regional pollution control convention. The
convention was to consider such iterrs as coastal discharges and other
land-based pollution sources, ocean dumping, cooperation in the event
of oil spill errergencies, and pollution from offshore resource explo-
16
ration and exploitation.
The initiatives taken by the FAO/GF01 were critical to future
regional developrrents in conbating Mediterranean pollution. The
FAO/GF01 initiative specifically" (1) set the stage for regional
transition from limited concern for the effects of pollution on
fisheries and other living resources to a broader concept of pollu-
tion control as part of environrrental manaqerrerrt : (2) enhanced the
potential for regional application of a nurrber of international con-
- 9 -
ventions dealing with ocean dumping, vessel-source pollution, and
errergency cooperation; and (3) provided a basis for improving national
controls through the possibility of tedmology transfer and information
17
exchange. II
'Ihe FAO/GFCN recorrrrendations were circulated to govenrrnents in
the sumrer of J9 74. It was at this time that UNEP expressed an
interest in convening an intergovernmental rreeting.
There were several other international governrrental organi-
zations which expressed an interest in Mediterranean pollution during
the early seventies. These were the Intergovernrrental Maritime Con-
sultative Organization (IMm,nON IMO), the World Health Organization
(WHO), the Intergovernrrental Oceanographic Corrmission (IOC), the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Developrrent (OECD), and the
U. N. Economic Corrmission for Europe (ECE).
IMm held ocean dumping and vessel source pollution con-
ferences. 'Ihese conferences were seen as proving legal incentives
for developing Mediterranean States to involve therrselves rrore fully
in international activities.
The v.."'HO worked bilaterally with several coastal States on
coastal water quality standards and sanitary controls for foodstuffs.
In late 1969, the IOC launched a research project to study
18
Mediterranean oceanographic and ecological conditions. This pro-
ject was of significance politically in that it was to involve both
Eastern and Western European nations, as well as the United States and
the Soviet Union. 'Ihe project, hcwever , never got off the ground. It
was rejected by a majority of Mediterranean coastal States as
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"syrrptomatic of an atterrpt by outside pcwers to use marine scientific
research as a cover for resource exploration and intelligence
19
gathering."
'!he OECD did a study in 1972 to determine the economic rela-
tionships between tourism developrrent, industrial location and urban
20
gro.vth, coastal zone degradation, and coastal pollution. '!his study
atterrpted to shew hON the comron economic burdens of coastal degrada-
tion and pollution necessitate cooperat.i.on , 'TI1e study brought together
the major polluters--Spain, France and Italy.
IDe ECE is the only U.N. regional commission with both Eastern
and Western industrialized nations as merrbers. '!his has al.Lcwed the
ECE to serve as an irrportant political bridge in the Mediterranean.
The ECE was eventually chosen by UNEP as one of the lead agencies for
a politically sensitive survey of land-based pollutants entering the
21
Mediterranean.
Nongovernmental activities in the early seventies also pro-
vided an important stimulus tONard a rrore regional response to Medi-
terranean pollution. The comnunity of Mediterranean scientists was
actively involved at an early stage in the regional pollution control
rrovement , Disputes between scientists served to intensify the poli-
tical side of this issue at the precise time that the international
agencies were getting involved with it.
A nongovernrrental body of special interest is the Inter-
national Commission for the Scientific Exploration of the Mediter-
ranean Sea (ICSEM). The ICSEM has, since its founding, sought to
encourage marine research in the Mediterranean by scientists from
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both Mediterranean and non-Mediterranean States. Because of its well
established ties with marine scientists in scientifically advanced
countries and in U.N. specialized agencies, the ICSEM has been able to
assert itself regionally in the Mediterranean. ICSEM assurred such
roles as coordinator for the ICC research project and sponsor of the
RAM<:X:;E (St. Raphael, Monaco, Genoa) project. 'Ihis was a multi-
national project to coordinate antipollution efforts along a seriously
22
polluted stretch of the Riviera coastline.
The early seventies thus becarre a testing ground in the Medi-
terranean at the regional level for new approaches to international
environrrental cooperation and institution building. 'Ihis period was
far too short to fonnulate specific regional policy and responsibi-
lities, however, some general concerns did surface. A strong cornnit-
rrent; to the idea of regional pollution control was established. 'Ihere
was, however, disagreerrent over the best means for achieving this
goal. Some governments and international agencies favored a binding
convention with tedmical protocols. Others preferred less formal
subregional arrangerrents dealing with localized pollution threats to
specific areas.
UNEP's Role
In late 1974, UNEP assurred the leading role of the regionally
coordinated response to Mediterranean pollution. UNEP's work is of
importance and unusual interest for two reasons. First, UNEP has
docurrented the "institutional and scientific dimensions of one of the
- 12 -
rrost successful examples to date of international organization acti-
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vities in support of multinational environrrental cooperation." The
seoond irrportant aspect of UNEP' s work is the applicability of its
strategies to other areas of the world. UNEP's strategies for "com-
bining legal, scientific and managerrent approaches to encourage
national cornnitment to regional environmental protection are appli-
24
cable in other areas of the world." '!he evolution of UNEP's 1>1edi-
terranean program will new be examined.
By 1974, as previously stated, a strong corrmitment to the
idea of regional pollution control had been established. There was
still, hewever, a lack of coordination. An organization or agency
was needed to tie together the loosely coordinated efforts of govern-
rrents, regional intergovemrrental organizations such as GFCM, and
nongovemrrental international organizations. As UNEP expanded its
participation in regional pollution control affairs, it became
increasingly clear that its newly assurred coordination mission and
independent funding capability put the agency in an excellent leader-
ship position.
Other agencies, such as FAD, WHO, roc, and IMCO initially
found it hard to accept the fact that continuation of their environ-
rrent related work in the Mediterranean depended largely on UNEP' s
financial support. This was seen by UNEP as a challenge because UNEP
wanted to formulate good working relationships with these agencies in
anticipation of joint program development. This challenge was not an
easy one as it was often difficult for UNEP to establish effective
working relationships with middle-level officials responsible for
-13-
programs that were relevant to Mediterranean pollution control. 'Ihese
officials sorretirres had trouble justifying their ties with UNEP to
25
rrore senior officials who were rrore concerned with glcbal programs.
'Ihe first Barcelona Conference (28 January to 4 February 1975)
began an initial process of adjustrrent to UNEP's gro..ving influence.
At the end of the conference, the sixteen States attending, adopted an
Action Plan for the protection and developrrent of the Mediterranean
Basin. Each activity area of the Plan, it was decided, would be co-
sponsored. Treaty and convention drafting went to FAD and IMm. PoIlu-
tion rronitoring and living resource managerrent was assumed by \.vHO, IOC,
26
and FAO. Education and technical training went to UNEsm and IMCO.
It should be re-ernphasized that rnich of the groundwork for regional
coordination, the Barcelona Confernce, and the Action Plan was laid
by FAO. It was in the surrrrer of J9 74 that UNEP took over FAD's initia-
tive. It was FAO's official position that it "was logical for UNEP
to take over FAO's initiative because the purview of the proposed con-
vention was to be extended to include pollution of the whole marine
envirorunent, beyond a rrore limited concern for the effects of pollu-
27
tion on fisheries and living resources." In private, ho..vever, FAO
officials have suggested that UNEP may have taken too mum credit
28
for FAO's groundwork.
UNEP had to address many delicate issues relating to agency
jurisdiction during this period. It also had to simultaneously
develop its o..vn capacity to influence and rrodify existing agency pro-
grams. UNEP was successful at both and this was of great signifi-
cance, not only in terrrs of Mediterranean pollution control, but also
- 14 -
serving to test UNEP's institutional viability and credibility. The
Mediterranean provided UNEP with an ideal setting in which UNEP could
explore "uncharted territories of greater coordinating po.ver" which
was seen at the tine by DeSeynes as the pr.irrary contribution of the
29
U.N. system to world order.
To understand UNEP' s role in the Mediterranean, one must
first examine the overall purposes and goals of that organization.
UNEP is a coordinating and catalytic agency which coordinates the
activities of the U.N. system insofar as such activities impact upon
30
the envirorurent. UNEP is not an operational agency such as FAa,
UNESCD, WHO, and other agencies. What that rreans is that UNEP does
not go out into the field to execute projects. 'Ihis is a difficult
role because many of the U.N. agencies UNEP governs have been in
existence for quite some tine and initially UNEP was looked at by
these . agencies as the "new' kid on the block" trying to tell every-
one else what to do. Relations between other U.N. agencies and UNEP
have, hcwever , improved steadily.
As a catalytic agency, UNEP has a unique approach to environ-
rrental problems. UNEP has a fund of approximately $120-130 million
for a four year period. This fund is voluntarily supported by the
31
rrerrbers of the U.N. What this rreans is that every year UNEP can
spend approximately $30-40 million. Regional seas and marine pro-
tection is only one aspect of UNEP' s responsibilities thus UNEP has
very limited financial resources. This is where the catalytic concept
cones into play. UNEP does not like to be the sole financial
supporter. I t uses its rroney to initiate actions and plans. UNEP
- 15 -
shares funding of projects with other agencies or nations. UNEP also
does not like to be a permanent funder of any project. Once a pro-
ject is started, heading on a right track, UNEP likes to be able to
pullout and begin coordinating a nEW project, leaving the first pro-
32
ject completely funded by concerned States and agencies.
'Ihe Mediterranean Sea was the first sea which UNEP concen-
trated on and there were several advantages to treating it first.
One was the fact that the Mediterranean is a sea of comron heritage,
33
what the French refer to as idee Mediterranean. . 'Ihis provided
UNEP the opportunity to do environrrental work based on this cornron
Perception. 'Ihe second can either be vi.ewed as an advantage or a dis-
advantage. 'Ihe nations surrounding the Mediterranean offer a wide
mixture of political, economic, and idealogical viewpoints. 'Ihis was
viewed by UNEP as both a challenge and an advantage because if they
could be successful in the Mediterranean, they may do well in other
areas where the mixes are less challenging. Another big advantage
to the Mediterranean was the fact that UNEP would not be starting
from scratch. Many activities had already been carried out. 'Ihere
were nurrerous U.N., intergovernrrental, and nongovernrrental organi-
zations already involved in Mediterranean pollution. All that was
needed was an agency to coordinate and integrate, and UNEP was perfect
for this.
'Ihe Mediterranean Action Plan
'Ihe Mediterranean Action Plan agreed upon at the Barcelona
- 16 -
Conference 28 January to 4 February 1975, has four main aspects:
I. Integrated pl.anniriq of the developrrent and
management of the Mediterranean Basin.
II. Coordinated proqrams for research, rronitoring,
and exchange of information and assessment of
the state of pollution and of protection
rreasures.
III. Frarrework convention and related protocols with
their technical annexes for the protection of
the Mediterranean environment.
IV. Institutional and financial irrplication of the
34
Action Plan.
Concerning integrated planning, the Action Plan called for
developing prograrrs of activities or crnpli tying those already in
existence concerning economic developrrent. The Plan descrilied a need
to restore natural corrmunities destroyed by developrrent, to prorrote
safe disposal of wastes, to make the best use of and to recycle fresh
water, and to better utilize the living resources of the Sea.
'Ihe integrated planning component of the Action Plan also called
for studies to be made in these areas • Specifically, it called for a
study to be made concerning the costs and social and econanic advantages
of taking the environment factor into consideration in developrrent pro-
jects. Another study called for was the study of repercussions of
econanic development, particularly the developrrent of tourism and
35
industry on the environment of the region.
'!he integrated planning canponent of the Medi terranean Action
- 17 -
Plan forrred the basis for what later becane kncwn as the Blue Plan.
As far as coordinated pollution rroni,toring and research goes,
it was decided that rronitoring and research would be done in seven
areas. 'Ihe seven areas cover all aspects of pollution. In each
area, a study would be done. These studies would be pilot projects
36
with an operational phase of at least two years.
A frarravork convention with related protocols was considered
a must by the Action Plan. It stated, in fact, that it "considers
it to be particularly necessary and urgent to provide a legal basis
for international cooperation to protect the marine environrrent in
37
the Mediterranean."
At the 1975 Barcelona Conference, IMCO produced preparatory
work that it had done for a draft Protocol on cooperation in com-
bating pollution of the Mediterranean by oil and other harmful sub-
stances. 'Ihe Spanish delegation presented a draft Protocol for the
prevention of po.LLutii.on of the Mediterranean by dumping from ships
38
and aircraft. These two proposals were submitted for infonnation
and were given careful examination at the Conference.
Relating to this, the Action Plan requested that the Execu-
tive Director of UNEP, "in cooperation with the Governments and
Uni,ted Nations agencies concerned, convene working groups of govern-
mental legal and technical experts as required, with the eventual
collaboration of other international organizations concerned, to put
39
into definitive form the draft legal instrurrents" which were pro-
posed by IMCO and the Spanish delegation.
Also relating to this, the Action Plan called for the Execu-
- 18 -
tive Director of UNEP to convene a conference of plenipotentiaries and
to convene as soon as possible, working groups of governrrental experts
to prepare additional protocols, taking into account the work of the
present rreeting. 'Ihe Mediterranean Action Plan also recorrrrended
that all coastal States of the Mediterranean becorre parties to the
1973 International Convention on the Prevention of Pollution from
ships.
As far as the institutional and financial implications go, the
Action Plan was very clear in designating UNEP to be financially res-
ponsible to carry out the Plan.
UNEP's strategies and goals for a regional seas program in
the Mediterranean becarre clear at the 1975 Barcelona Conference. 'Ihese
strategies were based on the idea that only with multinational poli-
tical acceptance of the corrnon responsibility for protection of the
Medi terranean environrrent could effective correction and prevention
measures be taken. During 1975, work was done to prepare for the
second intergovernrrental rreeting. This rreeting would take place to
fonnally endorse the Action Plan through approval of the frarrework
convention and the Protocols on ocean dtmping and errergency coopera-
tion in case of oil spill errergency.
The Blue Plan and Priorities Action Programre
The "Blue Plan for the Mediterranean" was approved in prin-
ciple at Barcelona in February 1975. In February 1977, the Plan was
40
approved in detail at Split, Yugoslavia. The Plan calls for syste-
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matic surveys of major development and environmental protection acti-
vities and for the development of action-oriented altemative develop-
41
rrent; policies, based on the findings of the surveys. The fundarrental
long term objective of the Plan is to initiate a continuous process of
concerted cooperation among Mediterranean coastal States.
The Blue Plan center is located at Sophia, Antipolis, on the
French Riviera. The 1979-1980 biennial budget called for expenditures
42
of about $700,000 on Blue Plan activities. Eighty-five percent of
43
that figure cones from France, Spain, and Italy.
The Blue Plan is not meant; to discourage developrrent. On the
contrary, it is in existence for the purpose of promoting sound develop-
ment. By completing the aforementioned surveys and providing the
results to national po.l.i.cymaker's , those po.Li.cymakers can incorporate
considerations of environmental protection into their planning.
'Ihe Blue Plan is made up of three operational phases. The
first phase is the information acqui.s i tion on activities being per-
formed within the Mediterranean region, together with an assessnent
of regional capabilities in the form of institutions and expertise.
The second and third phases are actual multisectoral studies them-
44
selves.
Six priority fields were agreed upon, narrely, the protection
of soil, the managerrent of water resources, the management of fishe-
ries and aquaculture, human settlements, tourism and soft technolo-
45
gies for energy. These priority fields have evolved into a sepa-
rate component kncwn as the Priorities Action Prograrme.
'Ihe Priorities Action Programre, along with the Blue Plan are
- 20 -
part of the integrated planning component of the Mediterranean Action
Plan. Essentially, the Priorities Action Proqramre is made up of cer-
tain fields of activity in which concrete practical kncwledge is con-
sidered feasible in view of existing kncwledge. 'Ihe Programre focuses
on the application of sound environrrental practices which require
46
imnediate action in one of the above priority fields. The center
for the Priorities Action Prograrrrre is in Split, Yugoslavia.
47
In early 1984, the first phase of the Blue Plan closed.
The results of phase one is the oompilation of a large data base on
the M=diterranean basin. Phase two will consist of the construe-
tion of scenarios for future developrrent in the Mediterranean. One of
these scenarios will be based on a projection of present trends.
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Another will be based on greater national self-reliance in the region.
The Barcelona Convention and
its Original Two Protocols
The Conference of Plenir:otentiaries of the Coastal States
of the Mediterranean Region on the Protection of the l'~editerranean
Sea (Barcelona II) net from 2 February to 16 February 1976. The
follcwing Mediterranean coastal States participated in the Conference:
Cyprus, Egypt, France, Greece, Israel, Italy, Lebanon, Libyan Arab
Republic, Malta, M::>naco, Morocco, Spain, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia,
Turkey, and Yugoslavia. Albania and Algeria were invited but did not
49
attend. Observers from the United States, Great Britain and the
Soviet Union attended the proceedings.
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On 16 February, the Convention and 'IWo Protocols (this became
kncwn as the Barcelona Convention) were deposited with the qovernment;
of Spain for signature by coastal states, the European Economic Corr.-
munity (EEC) , and other regional econanic groupings with at least one
Mediterranean coastal state as a merrber , The Conference also adopted
ten resolutions which were necessary for impleroenting the Convention
and Protocols, and which endorsed the notion of a regional oil-corrba-
ting center. The Convention will nON be examined, fo.l.Lcwed by the two
Protocols.
'llle Barcelona Convention itself is very broad and general.
The first four acticles consist of definitions of such things as the
lirnits of the Mediterranean Sea, and the definition of pollution.
Articles 5 to 8 call on all Parties to "prevent, abate, and conbat"
all types of pollution. The Convention then goes on to discuss co-
operation between nations in such areas as technology, rroni.tor.inq
techniques, and dealing with pollution emergencies. UNEP is then desig-
nated as responsible for carrying out various secretariat functions.
Article 14 states the requirerrent of the Contracting Parties
to hold ordinary rreetings once every two years and extraordinary
meetings at any other tirre deerred necessary. The Convention also
provides for amendments or the adoption of additional protocols.
Article 22 provides for dispute settlement. It states that in
instances of disputes between Parties concerning interpretation or
application of the Convention or the Protocols, the States concerned
shall seek settlement through negotiations or other peaceful means.
If they cannot reach agreement, the dispute "shall upon comron agree-
50
ment be subrnitted to arbitration."
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Article 23 discusses the relationship between the Convention and
Protocols and has irrportant irrplications. '!he Article states that "No
one may become a Contracting Party to this Convention unless it be-
COIreS, at the sane time, a Contracting Party to at least one of the
Protocols," and that "No one may become a Contracting Party to a
Protocol unless it is, or becomes at the same time, a Contracting
51
Party to the Convention." protocols are binding only on those
Parties which have contracted to the Protocol in question.
The reason for this Article is that the Mediterranean States
felt that the Barcelona Convention was too general to provide suffi-
cient protection on its cwn, By ratifying a Protocol, States accept
rrore specific obligations to control pollution, e.g. from dumping, or
to cooperate on certain aspects of envirorurental management. 'Ihe real
irrplementation of the Barcelona Convention is thus through the rati-
fication of the separate protocols.
'Ihe first six States to ratify the Convention and at least one
By May of 1978, the Convention
'Ihe Barcelona Convention entered into force with its original
53
two Protocols on 12 February 1978.
of the Protocols were Spain, Tunisia, Monaco, Lebanon, Yugoslavia, and
52
Malta.
and its Protocols had also been ratified by France, Israel, and the
54
European Economic Carmunity (EEC).
As stated earlier, ten resolutions were also adopted by the
Conference. 'Ihese resolutions contain specd.fic infonnation pertaining
to the actual irrplementation of the Convention.
'Ihe Protocol for the Prevention of Pollution of the Mediter-
ranean Sea by D.:rrrping from Ships and Aircraft was established in light
- 23 -
of the danger posed to the rnarine envirorurent by such pollution. '!his
Protocol states that "'Ihe Contracting Parties to this Protocol shall
take all appropriate measures to prevent and abate pollution of the
55
Medi terranean Sea Area caused by dumping from ships and aircraft. 11
'Ihe Protocol contains two lists. One is a listing of all substances
and rnaterials for which dumping is prohibited. 'Ihe other is a list of
substances and other matter the dumping of which requires special
56
care. '!hese lists became kncwn as the black and grey lists respectively.
'Ihe black list includes the folla.ving: organohalogen corrpounds ,
organosilicon corrpounds , rrercury and rrercury compounds, cadmium and
cadmium coropounds , plastics and other synthetic rnaterials, crude oil
and hydrocarbons, high, rredium and la.v level radioactive wastes,
dangerous acid and alkaline corrpounds, and materials in whatever form
produced for biological or chemical warfare. '!he Protocol prohibits
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the durnping of any of these wastes in the Mediterranean.
The grey list includes the folla.ving: arsenic, lead, copper,
zinc, beryllium, chromium, nickel, vanadium, selenium, antirrony,
cyanides, fluorides, pesticides and their by-products, synthetic
organic corrpounds other than those referred to in the black list,
acid and alkaline corrpounds not covered by the black list, containers,
scrap metal, or other bulky wastes, and radioactive wastes not covered
by the black list. 'Ihe dumping into the Mediterranean of these sub-
stances is governed by Article 5 of the Protocol which requires that a
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prior special perrnit be issued by the competent national authority.
'!he Protocol also states that the "dumping into the Mediterranean
Sea Area of all other wastes or other matter" (not on the black or
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grey lists) "requires a prior general pennit from the competent national
59
authorities." 'The factors that are to be considered when issuing
pennits are shewn in Appendi x I.
'The other Protocol in the Barcelona Convention concerned
Cooperation in Corrbating Pollution of the .Mediterranean Sea by Oil
and Other Harmful Substances in Cases of Errergency. 'This Protocol
calls for Parties to it to "endeavor to maintain and prorrote, either
individually or through bilateral or multilateral ccoperat.ion, their
contingency plans and means for corrbating pollution of the sea by oil
and other harmful substances." It also says that "'Ihese means shall
include in particular, equipment, ships, aircraft, and manpower pre-
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pared for operations in cases of emergency."
The Parties are also required to develop rronitoring tech-
niques to cover the .Mediterranean Sea Area so they have precise infor-
mation in cases of emergency. 'This Protocol requires each Party to
provide information to the other Parties concerning:
1. 'The corrpetent national organization or authorities
responsible for corrbating pollution of the sea by
oil and other harmful substances;
2. The corrpetent national authorities responsible for
receiving reports of pollution of the sea by oil and
other harmful substances and for dealing with matters
concerning measures of assistance between Pa.rties;
3. New ways in which pollution of the sea by oil and
other harmful substances may be avoided, new measures
of corrbating pollution and the development of
research programs.
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The Protocol also requires that Parties which have agreed to exchange
infonnation directly between themselves shall, nevertheless, be
61
required to communicate this information to the regional center.
States party to this Protocol are required to instruct masters
of all ships flying their flag and pilots of registered aircraft to
report by the ITOSt rapid and adequate means any accidents causing or
likely to cause pollution of the sea by oil or other harmful, substances.
They must also report any sightings of oil or other harmful substance
spillages. The report is to go either to a State party to the Protocol
or to the regional center. If it goes to a State, that State must
corrmunicate the information to all other Parties and the regional
center. Parties may request assistance to corrbat pollution directly
from other Parties, or through the regional center.
The mai.n therre of this Protocol is thus that all Parties will
keep each other constantly informed of any emergencies, will maintain
an ever vigilant watch of the Mediterranean, and will help other Parties
when requested and/or needed.
The Regional Oil Gorrbating Centre (ROCC) was established in 1976
in Malta by UNEP and IMCO. The objectives of the ROCC are to "facili-
tate cx>operation arrong the Mediterranean States in order to corrbat
massive pollution by oil, to assist the States in the development of
their o-zn national capabilities, and to facilitate information exchange,
62
technological cx>operation and training." The ROCC has a small staff
which is technically and administratively supported by IMCO.
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Financial Support of the Mediterranean Action Plan
As far as funding of the Action Plan goes, UNEP initially
provided the majority of financial support for the Mediterranean
Action Plan. In February 1979, the contracting Parties to the
Barcelona Convention met for the first tirre at the IntergovernrrY2l1tal
ReviE.W Meeting of Mediterranean Cbastal States. 'Ihis rreeting was
very productive as it set up a $3.28 million trust fund which covered
all expenses, both operational and administrative, incurred by the
Action Plan. Of that sum, half was to be paid by contracting Parties,
25% by UNEP, and 25% was to corre from contributions in services, staff
and facilities from the many international organizations participating
63
in the Action Plan. 'Ihis shifted a large portion of the financial
burden for the Action Plan from UNEP to the Mediterranean nations.
Dr. !-lostafa K. 'Iblba, Executive Director of illI1EP, comrrented
"By placing the Action Plan on a sound financial basis, the Mediter-
ranean States are continuing the cooperation they began in Barcelona
in 1975. 'Ihere can be no better proof of their detennination to assurre
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full responsibility for what is, after all, their program." At
another meeting in Barcelona, 11 to 13 February 1980, the Parties
agreed to fulfill and accelerate their promised financial corrmitrrents
65
to the trust fund.
The current trust fund cones alrrost entirely from the Mediter-
ranean coastal States. Belew is a listing of the approved budget
contributions tcward the trust fund for the years 1983 through 1985
in U.S. dollars:
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The New Land-Based Pollution Source Protocol
In 1976, UNEP began to press governrrents to consider a third
Protocol. 'Ihis was to be a Protocol for the Protection of the Mediter-
ranean Sea Against Pollution from Land-Based Sources. '!he importance
of this Protocol cannot be over-estimated as an approximate 80 to 90
percent of the pollution entering the Mediterranean comes from land-
based sources such as domestic sewage, industrial effluents, and
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agricultural runoffs of pestri.cf.des and other matter. UNEP saw this
Protocol as the major legal instrument to control Mediterranean pol-
lution.
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'There were many problems and controversies associated with
this land-based Protocol. First, it is difficult to detennine the
rreaning precisely of land-based pollution. It includes a wide
variety of sources such as erosional materials frrm rivers and coasts,
industrial point sources effluents, and reaccumulated point source
and non-point source dredgings containing natural and synthetic sub-
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stances durrped into the Sea.
The land-based Protocol was sanctioned by the Barcelona
Convention as contracting Parties had agreed to reduce pollution from
rivers and outfalls. I t was felt by many observers, hc:wever, that
the consideration of land-based pollution sources before coastal
States had acquired better rronitoring and assessrrent skills was ill
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advised. 'Ihe consideration of pollution from land-based sources has
been the rrost politically sensitive element in UNEP's work , Both
developing and developed States have questioned the intent of the
Protocol because of its legal inplications relating to determination
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of national liability and compensation responsibilities.
UNEP continued, hc:wever, to persist in its pressing for this
new Protocol and its efforts were ultimately rewarded. In late June
1979 , technical and legal experts reached a broad agreerrent on a
draft text for a future Protocol controlling pollution from land-
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based sources. Follc:wing this, was a Conference of Plenipoten-
tiaries of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution from Land-Based
Sources held in Athens 12 to 17 May 1980. At this rreeting, fifteen
72
nations agreed on the text and twelve signed the Protocol.
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'Ihis Protocol calls on States party to it to "take all approp-
riate measures to prevent, abate, conbat and control pollution of the
Mediterranean Sea Area caused by discharges from rivers, coastal
establishments or outfalls, or emanating from any other land-based
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sources within their territories." 'Ihe Protocol contains two lists
which are very similar to the "black" and "grey" lists discussed
earlier, and calls on Parties to eliminate pollution of the Mediter-
ranean from the first list and strictly limit discharges from the
second, respectively • Pennit issuance is detennined by an even more
stringent list th an the one found in Appendi,x I of this paper.
'Ihe Protocol also discusses specific areas in which Parties
are to cooperate such as water quality standards, length, depth, and
position of se.wage outfalls, and specific requirerrents concerning
quantities and rrefhods of discharging pollutants. 'Ihe Protocol calls
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on all Parties to adopt comron guidelines in these and other areas.
It is through the adoption of these guidelines that land-based pollu-
tion in the Mediterranean is hoped to be brought under control.
'Ihe Protocol was open for signature at Athens from 17 May
1980 to 16 June 1980, and at }~drid from 17 June 1980 to 16 May 1981.
The Protocol would enter into force on the thirtieth day follo.ving
the deposit of at least six instrurrents of ratification, acceptance
or approval of, or accession to.
'Ihe Protocol for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea
against Pollution from Land-Based Sources entered into force on 18
June 1983, having been ratified by Algeria, Egypt, France, Monaco,
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Tunisia and Turkey. The EEC approved the Protocol in October 1983.
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Although finally ratified, much still lies ahead for this
Protocol to be successful. All of the specific agreements on pollution
standards, quality of seawater, quantities of pol.Iutants durrped , etc.,
must be agreed upon. 'Ihe entry into force of this Protocol is an
important step. Hewever, the true effectiveness of the Protocol
will relate directly to the abilities of Parties to reach specific
agreements.
It was decided in early 1984 to hold a rreeting of governrrental
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experts on the technical irrplernentation of the land-based Protocol.
This is a step in the right direction, but only a beginning. At a
rreeting in mid-19 84, fifteen Mediterranean nations and the EEC
declined to consider the adoption of comron criteria for safe water
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for swinrning and for grewing shellfish. 'Ihese criteria were
strongly urged by Dr. Tolba, Executive Director for UNEP, who said
II If actions are not taken, the Mediterranean peoples may doubt hew
seriously corrmitted you are to safeguarding the future of the Mediter-
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ranean Sea." 'Ihis put off the decision of adopting corrrron criteria
until the next meeting scheduled for Septerrber 1985 in Genoa.
'Ihe complete irrplernentation of the land-based Protocol
has been projected to cost ten to fifteen billion U.S. dollars over
the next ten to fifteen years with enforcerrent in the hands of each
79
governrrent.
Other Recent Developments
With the adoption of the land-based pol.Lut.i.on source Protocol,
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and the Contracting Parties taking the responsibility for the trust
fund, the Mediterranean Action Plan certainly has cone a long way.
There have been other developments recently as well, which will nON
be examined.
In the surrmer of 1983, the Long Term Progra:rme for Pollution
~nitoring and Research in the Mediterranean Sea (MEDPOL Phase II)
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entered the operational phase. The initial phase of MEDPOL were
the seven pilot projects outlined in the Mediterranean Action Plan
discussed earlier.
MEDPOL Phase II consists of research and nonitoring proposals
which were subrnitted for approval by the various Contracting
Parties. Over 130 proposals were received and of those 72 were
funded. Funding was difficult for these projects as MEDPOL Phase II
only received about $250,000 to fund all projects. As of 15 February
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1984, 39 of these projects were funded through another year.
Perhaps hurt worse financially than the MEDPOL project was
the Priority Action Programre (PAP). Entering 1983, the PAP had only
one approved activity with a budget of $48,000. 'Ihat project was the
preparation of Directories of Institutions and Experts in the Fields
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of Water Resources, Aquaculture, and Renewable Sources of Energy.
At the third rreeting of the Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Con-
vention in Dubrovnik, 28 February to 4 March 1983, hoeever , the
annual budget for the PAP was UPPed to $380,000 and eleven projects
were approved.
'Ihe Protocol Concerning Cooperation in Combating Pollution
of the Mediterranean Sea by Oil and Other Harmful Substances in Cases
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of EIrergency has been irnplerrented and appears to be working fairly
well. In the period from August 1977 through Decerrber 1983, there were
seventeen oil related errergencies reported to the Regional Oil Com-
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bating Center (ROCC) in Malta. 'Ihe center coordinated the handling
of rrosf errergencies effectively as did the reporting nations.
In March 1983, the RCCC held a "First Alert Exercise" which
was a sample oil errergency disaster. The purpose of this exercise was
to determine if Parties have accepted and use the :OCCC's report
formats and to check response time. Sixty percent of the nessages
received were prompt enough and the rrajority were sent in proper
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format.
A DeN fourth Protocol to the Barcelona Convention was under
preparation and being discussed as early as the 1980 neeting in
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Athens. This is the Protocol concerning Mediterranean Specially
Protected Areas. In late March 1982, the Contracting Parties to the
Barcelona Convention net in Geneva to apply finishing touches on this
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Protocol. The neeting was attended by fifteen coastal States and the
EEC.
'1he Protocol was approved on 2 April 1962 at a Conference of
plenipotentiaries of the Coastal States of the Mediterranean Region
for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea attended by sixteen coastal
States and the EEC. Fourteen of the States signed the Protocol on 3
l'>..pril 1982. "The goal of the Protocol is to set up a network of over
100 protected zones around the Mediterranean Basin as refuges for
endangered species, as habitats for migratory birds, as carefully
nanaged recreational sites, as open air and open water museurs for
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archeological treasures, as breeding grolU1ds for comnercially-exploit-
able fish and shellfish and as natural I laboratories I for research
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scientists. II 'Ihe Protocol has been ratified by Egypt and Tunisia
88
(1983) .
Conclusions
Regional cooperation in the Mediterranean to carbat pollution
has corre a long way in the past ten years. 'lhough countless obstacles
to a pollution-free Mediterranean remain, one thing nay be said for
certain: the level of environmental awareness concerning Mediter-
ranean pollution has been very significantly enhanced. Beginning with
the Mediterranean Action Plan in 1975, and continuing today, the coastal
States have rret regularly to Ciiscuss the technical, political and
legal issues associated with pollution controL Agreements have not
been easy to reach, and many remain to be attained, havever, the fact
that these nations have been negotiating on these issues for over ten
years is a testimony to their awareness and dedication to solving this
problem.
As a direct result of these developrrents, the public is much
rrore aware of the pollution problem in the Mediterranean today than it
was ten years ago. A single nation passing a law concerning pollution
will have a limited .irrpact , When seventeen nations agreed on a treaty
with specific protocols for fighting pollution, the irrpact on it will
be much rrore widespread. Such has been the case in the Mediterranean.
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While the problems of Mediterranean pollution are far from solved,
people are much rrore aware of these problems tcx:1ay than they were ten
years ago. 'Ihere is rrore support at the "grass-roots" or village
level as traditional methods of fishinq and cultivating are rrodified
to reflect pollution rnntrol. 'This is a direct result of regional
cooperation.
Has the regional response to Mediterranean pollution signi-
ficantly effected the abilities of these nations to interact with one
another? Concerning the issue of pollution, the answer has to be yes.
'Ihe Mediterranean States have agreed on a rnnvention with protocols
which gives them all a comron meeting cround, 'The pollution problem
has been gettinq progressively worse causing these nations to inter-
act with each other out of necessity. As for whether interaction
has been enhanced on other issues, the answer appears to be no. One
need only pick up a newspaper to read of the rnnflicts and troubles in
the Mediterranean region. It is no srre.l.l wonder, when reading of the
nurrerous rnnflicts, that the rnastal Mediterranean States can
acoomplish anything together.
'Ihe Mediterranean nations still have trouble interacting arrong
therrselves on rrost issues. 'The pollution issue is one of the few
on which there is at least sorre agreerrent. In this light, the
regional cooperation and its resulting interaction must be viewed as a
success.
with the greatly increased awareness and focus on Mediterranean
pollution, the question of future developrrent in the region is raised.
'This is where the Blue Plan should prove its value. As stated earlier,
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the purpose of the Blue Plan is not to discouraqe developrrent but to
prorote ecoloqically sound developrrent. Developrrent; in the .Mediter-
ranean is not likely to stop in the near future, especially in the
developing countries of North Africa. In order for developrrent to
proceed soundly, national policymakers must incorporate the results
of the findings of the Blue Plan surveys into their developrrents.
'Ihere are sorre areas where developrrent will not be perrnitted to occur.
The areas designated by the Protocol concerning Mediterranean Specially
Protected Areas are a good example of this.
Development will most likely continue into tne forseeable
future in the Mediterranean. It nay not, hcwever , be indiscriminate
developrrent as in the past. The heightened environrrental awareness
and concern will help ensure that this does not occur, although there
will probably always be sorre variation in the levels of priority given
by individual nations to envirorurental concerns.
What has UNEP really accomplished in the ~Bditerranean region?
Under its quidance, the llBI1V nations and organizations of the Mediter-
ranean have worked together and cooperated as never before. .The c0-
operation did not stop with the entry into force of the Barcelona Con-
vention and its original two Protocols. 'I'he Parties realized that to
truly eliminate pollution frc:m the Mediterranean, additional Protocols,
such as the land-based pollution source Protocol, would need to be
adopted. With all of the difficulties and prcblerrs associated with
the implementation of the land-based pollution source Protocol, it is
definitely a tribute to the Mediterranean coastal States to be able to
compromise on an issue on which the States differ. 'Ihe establishrrent
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of the trust fl..U1d also clearly indicates the degree of comnitment
these nations have trnard protecting the Mediterranean.
The entry into force of the Protocol for the Protection of the
r-r.editerranean Sea against Pollution from Land-Based Sources was an
indication of the dedication of the Contracting Parties. It will not,
hcwever , becorre truly effect.i.ve until all of the standards, special
requirements, rroni,toring programs, and conrron guidelines provided for
.ins.i.de the text of the Protocol are agreed upon and implerrented. 'This
is seen as a major hurdle. 'The fact that the majority of pollutants
in the Mediterranean corre from land-based sources, makes it crucial
that agreerrents be reached on these issues. 'The Parties have already
shown sorre signs of procrastination by not considering the water
quality standards for bathing and shellfish grrning until, at least,
their ordinary rreeting in Septerrber of this year. 'These and other
iterrs in the land-based pollution source Protocol need to be discussed
and agreements reached in the near future.
The Mediterranean has also tested the viability of inter-
national organizations such as UNEP to be used as instrurrents for inter-
national cooperation. In this light, there has been a major success.
The preparation and irrplementation of a regional action plan in the
Jyiediterranean by UNEP has brought about rrore interaction arrong nations
of this region, at least on this issue. UNEP has been able to do this
largely because it can deal independently and flexibly with govern-
rrents and international agencies. By developing this all encompassing
program which enlisted the support of governrrents and agencies in its
irrplerrentation, UNEP has enhanced environrrental awareness. UNEP has
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rrore recently used this sane approach in other areas around the globe
in its Regional Seas Program.
Gove.rnrrental sup~rt is clearly evident for the well defined
and rranaged program in the I>'lediterranean . This support; and dedication
is reflected in their continuing corrmit.rrent as contracting Parties
to the Barcelona Convention. It was recently agreed to extend the
fJediterranean Trust Fund, in which seventeen nations and the EEC are
89
putting $3.4 million in 1984 and again in 1985 until 19~7.
It is still too early to judge whether or not the activi-
ties of the late 1970's and 1980's will lead to effective national or
international rreasures to reduce pollution in the fJediterranean.
UNEP and other international agencies have, hcwever , given the environ-
mental issue a lasting political and scientific credibility. It is
extremely doubtful that any of the cooperation and programs new in pro-
gress would have evolved without UNEP' s initiatives, While it is
debatable whether Mediterranean pollution will ever be effectively
controlled, there is at least rDtl a solid foundation for national and
international action.
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c. General Considerations and Conditions (Cont' d)
2. Possible effects on mar.ine life
3. Possible effects on other uses of the sea (e.g. impairnent
of water quality for industrial use, underwater corrosion
of structures, interference with ship operations from
floating debris)
90
4. The practical availability of land-based alternatives.
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